Traumatic Brain Injury in Children

Description

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) refers to a traumatic insult to the brain, capable of producing brain damage and may lead to neurological or neurobehavioural consequences (Begali, 1992). TBI is common and within the inpatient setting accounts for approximately 7.5% of children presenting to all health services in Victoria (Mittra et al., 2007).

TBI in childhood is unique due to the neuroanatomical and developmental context. This means that factors that are less relevant in adult brain injury are more important in childhood, and as a result recovery may be more protracted. The child’s brain is still undergoing neuroanatomical maturation and developing functional connections. Children are still acquiring new skills, including cognitive, behavioural and psychosocial skills. Disruption at any of these levels can lead to disruption in the ability of the child to function maximally, and to continue to acquire skills that they previously otherwise would have. Recovery is greatest in children who are older at the time of injury. Also, children’s family environments can provide an opportunity to maximise recovery if they are supportive and adaptive.

Prognosis

The impact of paediatric TBI is not static. The needs of a child and their family may vary and change with time since the injury. Recovery is greatest in the initial phase, but recovery can continue well into the child’s adolescent years. Initially, physical impairment may be prominent. However, it is the cognitive, behavioural and emotional impairment that have greatest impact on long term outcomes (Taylor, Yeates, Wade, Drotar, Stancin, Minich, 2002; Anderson, Catroppa, Morse, Haritou, Rosenfeld, 2001). Children who are injured early in their life experience an exacerbation or worsening of difficulties in a range of areas (such as academic, social, psychological or behavioural), due to failure to acquire normal developmental skills. At the same time, their peer group will continue to develop and acquire skills. As a result, it can appear that there is a ‘widening gap’ between the brain injured child and their same aged peers. This may be most noticeable when there is a natural rise in expectations, such as starting high school. At or prior to these time points, families are encouraged to seek support if needed. Also, a child’s needs change as the child develops and seeks new experiences within the context of a dynamic family system. The family itself may have ongoing or changing needs that mean they require different levels of support at different time points, and may need to re-engage with services at these critical times.

The neurocognitive consequence of acquired brain injury is well documented in research studies. In summary, children with traumatic brain injuries suffer reduced speed of processing, fine motor problems, poor attention, working memory, long-term memory, subtle language difficulties, executive and organisational difficulties (for a review see Taylor et al. 2010). The degree of impairment varies, however, according to the severity of the brain injury, the child’s development prior to injury, and the age at which the injury was sustained. Specific changes in the development of the frontal lobes or frontal neural connections can have a particularly devastating effect on resultant cognitive abilities such as planning, problem-solving, self-monitoring, working memory and behavioural and emotional regulation (Levin et al, 2002; Levin et al, 2004; Roncadin, Guger, Archibald, Barnes & Dennis, 2000; Mandalis et al, 2007; Wade et al, 2002). The impact of these neurocognitive deficits is often observed by families or teachers in the daily lives of children who sustain brain injury, through their associated difficulties in completing activities of daily living and academic difficulties (Yeates, 2000).
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